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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  deoxyribonucleic  acid  (DNA)-coated  multi-walled  carbon  nanotube  (MWNT)  hybrid  fibers  were
fabricated  by  wet-spinning  method.  The  fibers  were  made  up  with  entangled  nanowire  networks  of
DNA-coated  MWNTs,  and  it shows  a strain  of  ∼0.15%  as  electrochemical  actuators  under  low  potential
cycling  between  0  and  −0.9 V versus  Ag/AgCl  in 2  M  NaCl  solution.  The  fibers  also  show good  elec-
ccepted 19 December 2011
vailable online 27 December 2011

eywords:
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tric  conductivity  (∼60 S/cm)  and  capacitance  (50  ±  5 F/g)  behaviors.  Based  on the appropriation  of  its
electro-chemo-mechanical  systems,  the  DNA/MWNT  fiber  can  be one  of the new intelligent  materials  for
biomedical  application.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ulti-walled carbon nanotube
lectrochemical actuation

. Introduction

Biomolecules are combined with several nanostructures, and
hese materials can be possible to form multifunctional hybrid

aterials. DNA is considered as one of the representative hybrid
aterials with carbon nanotube (CNT) in material science and tech-

ology because there is strong affinity between DNA and CNT [1,2].
his DNA–CNT system offers unique properties such as good elec-
rical conductivity, and it is applicable to several electrochemical
ctuators, especially in biomedical fields.

The multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) can offer a greater
hoice for electro-chemo-mechanical systems design because it
bserves high purity, is not subject to the chirality-related restric-
ions on electrical properties, is generally amenable to more
ggressive processing, and is significantly cheaper than single-
alled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [3,4]. However, bare MWNTs
ave a high surface energy and strongly attractive van der
aals forces, and tend to aggregate or sinter in solution. This

ggregation can be prevented by protecting nanocomposites via
teric/electrostatic stabilization by biomolecules such as DNA on a
anotube surface [5].  The biomolecules coating layer also makes
WNTs softer and more deformable as a surfactant, allowing their
ssembly to be manipulated. This structure can generate useful
lectrical and mechanical properties by combining two  distinct
nherent properties of DNA and MWNT. Herein we  describe a
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method for preparing nanowire networks composed of DNA-coated
MWNTs, and the observation of a simultaneous electrochemical
actuator and capacitor.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The thin MWNT  (CMP-310F, 3–5 nm diameter, 10–20 �m
length) were purchased from Hanwha Nanotech (Korea). The DNA
(double strand, salmon sperm, 10,000 bps), ethanol, NaCl, and
HNO3 used were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (USA).

2.2. Fiber preparation

To prepare the spinning solution, DNA (0.3 wt%) was dissolved
in deionized water for 30 min. MWNTs (0.7 wt%) were then added
to this solution, which was  sonicated for 1 h to obtain a black ink-
like solution. The DNA/MWNT fibers were prepared by the wet
spinning method. A narrow jet of spinning solution was injected
through a 16-gauge diameter needle at a feed rate of 650 �l/min
into a coagulation bath containing 0.3 M HNO3/ethanol (volume
ratio = 9:1), which was  rotated at 15 rpm. The coagulation time was
about 30 min. The coagulated fibers were finally washed several
times in deionized water and ethanol alternately.
2.3. Characterization

The structure of the DNA/MWNT fibers was examined with an
SEM (Hitachi Model S4700, Japan) and an HRTEM (Philips CN30,
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SA). All CD spectra were recorded on a Jasco-810 spectropolarime-
er equipped with a programmable temperature control unit. The
onductivity of the fibers was determined using a homemade four-
robe conductivity cell operated at constant humidity (50%) and
emperature (20 ◦C). The electrodes were circular pins with 0.2 cm
eparation, and the fibers were connected to the pins using sil-
er paint. A constant current was applied between the two outer
lectrodes using a potentiostat/galvanostat (EDAQ). The potential
ifference between the inner electrodes was recorded using a digi-
al multimeter (Agilent 34401A). A three-electrode electrochemical
ell coupled to a CHI 600B potentiostat (USA) was  used for the
yclic voltammetry and actuator tests. A hybrid fiber was used as
he working electrode with a Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt

esh counter electrode.
For actuator testing, the sample was held vertically in the elec-

rochemical cell with the bottom end of the fiber firmly clamped
nd the top end connected to the lever arm of a dual mode force sen-
or/controller (Aurora Scientific) with an AD Instruments MacLab
nterface. The fibers were allowed to equilibrate for several hours
nder a desired tensile load in a 2 M NaCl solution. The specific
apacitance, Cmass, was derived from the current plateau (at +0.6 V),
, at a given scan rate, �, and the weight of the DNA/MWNT fiber,

 (where Cmass = I/(� × m)). The mechanical tests were performed
ith the fibers submerged in a 2 M NaCl electrolyte using a dual
ode force sensor/controller.

. Results and discussion

As we reported in our previous work, a double-stranded DNA

dsDNA) is a good ion-conducting binder for improved electrical
onductivity and mechanical stability for electrochemical devices
ith SWNTs [1]. DNA is known to effectively coat, separate, and

olubilize SWNTs better than other surfactants because of the

Fig. 1. HRTEM image of MWNT  (a) and individual DNA-coated MWNT. (b) Compari
tors B 162 (2012) 173– 177

large surface area of its phosphate backbone, which interacts with
water, and because there are many bases in dsDNA that can bind
to SWNTs [6].  In the present study, we used the B-form duplex
dsDNA structure with a positive band near 275 nm, a negative
band at 247 nm, and a crossover at 260 nm (Fig. 1(c)) [7].  The
dsDNA bound to the MWNT  sidewall still showed distinct char-
acteristics of the B-form duplex structure, more like the circular
dichroism (CD) spectrum of neat dsDNA. An assembly of dsDNA
molecules in water probably has a spongy spherical structure [8],
and such agglomerated dsDNA molecules gradually disentangle
into individual dsDNA molecules and adhere onto the surface of
MWNTs. The state of the MWNT  (Fig. 1(a)) and the monodispersed
DNA-coated MWNTs were observed by high-resolution transmis-
sion electron microscope (HRTEM) (Fig. 1(b)). The diameter was
∼15 nm,  which is expected for an individual thin MWNT (diameter:
3–5 nm)  efficiently coated with several DNA strands (the diameter
of double-stranded DNA was 2.3 nm)  through �-stacking on the
surface of the nanotubes. Such thin-layered DNA assemblies will
effectively interact with the MWNT, and therefore DNA molecules
probably modify the surface electronic states of the MWNTs.

The DNA-coated MWNT  dispersion was readily obtained as a
black-ink solution was stable, without any observable aggregation.
DNA can prevent aggregation of MWNTs by steric or electrostatic
stabilization that can be used in aqueous solutions where MWNTs
become charged and/or surrounded by a hydration layer, which
again prevents their coalescence. As in the previous work [9],  the
randomly entangled network of dsDNA was  denatured and con-
densed without dissolving by protonation in the acid conditions
(pH < 2). The acid medium is known to effectively decrease its

solubility for randomly entangled networks of dsDNA. Therefore,
the DNA-coated MWNTs exhibited solidification in the acid coag-
ulation bath (pH < 1), where the water molecules were repelled
from most of the phosphate groups in the DNA because of excess

son of CD spectra for double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) and DNA-coated MWNT.
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ig. 2. (a) SEM images of DNA/MWNT microfibers coagulated in HNO3/ethanol. (b)
he  cross section of the DNA/MWNT fiber. (c) Surface morphology of DNA/MWNT
ber.

rotonation (phosphate group pKa = 1.2)[10]. The excess proto-
ation was destroyed of electrostatic stabilization generated by
he loss of charge and/or being surrounded by a hydration layer.
onsequently, the dispersed solution of DNA-coated MWNTs was

njected in a coagulation bath of 0.3 M nitric acid and ethanol. The
ber formed by consisting of an entangled nanowires network,
hich showed porous structure with a density of ∼0.81 g/cm3. The

ree-standing DNA/MWNT fiber was shown ellipse shape to be typ-
cally (350 �m,  semimajor axis length and 100 �m semiminor axis
ength) in Fig. 2(b), and exhibited flexibility (Fig. 2(a)). The mor-
hology of the DNA/MWNT fiber surface was shown in (Fig. 2(c)),
nd DNA and MWNTs composites are well-aligned each other with

 diameter of ∼20 nm.
To confirm the degree of orientation of the MWNTs within
he DNA/MWNT fibers, we used polarized Raman spectroscopy
Fig. 3(b)). These generally exhibit three groups of peaks: the inner
iameter of MWNTs from their radial breathing modes just near
71 cm−1, the disorder-induced D-band centered at 1352 cm−1,
Fig. 3. (a) Orientation of DNA-coated MWNTs shown in the cross section. (b) Polar-
ized Raman spectra of a randomly oriented DNA/MWNT fiber with the fiber axis at
0◦ , 45◦ , and 90◦ with respect to the excitation polarization direction.

and the tangential G-band modes with peak at 1595 cm−1. Note
that the intensities of all three features exhibit the same orien-
tation dependence. Because the MWNTs in the fibers exhibited
anisotropic polarization, the ratio of the intensity of the G-band
(excitation and detection in the same polarization plane) provides a
useful probe of the relative degree of alignment, and decreases con-
tinuously as the angle between the nanotube axis and the direction
of polarization increases. However, Fig. 3(b) shows almost the same
G-band intensity as the angle on the fibers. Consequently, this result
indicated that the MWNTs in the hybrid fibers were randomly ori-
ented to the fiber axis. A closer view on the cross section of the fiber
(Fig. 3(a)) showed a well-resolved network of DNA-coated MWNT
nanocomposites. The mechanically entangled DNA-coated MWNTs
nanocomposites were preferentially oriented in the plane of the
film, although their arrangement within the plane was random.

The combination of DNA as ion-conducting binder and MWNT
electron system allows free transport of ions between the nano-
tubes and an external electrolyte. Fig. 4(a) shows considerably
rectangular shapes, which is indicative of the capacitive behavior
of carbon materials, and indicated that the high electrical conduc-
tivity is maintained in the swollen state. This rectangular CV shape
represents the rapid response of current to changes in potential,
which is essential to ensure optimum energy storage during the
fast charge and discharge processes. A pair of broad redox peaks

associated with the bonding of the phosphate groups or DNA base
pairs through �-stacking charges along the nanotubes [11] is appar-
ent, but the CV is dominated by the double-layer capacitance at the
MWNT−electrolyte interface. Additionally, the anodic current peak
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ig. 4. (a) Cyclic voltammogram of a DNA/MWNT fiber film during potential cycli
ersus  peak anodic current, Ipa, for the DNA/MWNT fiber.

s proportional to the square root of the potential scan rate as pre-
icted by the Randles−Sevcik equation for a diffusion-controlled
lectrochemical process (Fig. 4(b)) [12]. This result indicated that
NA was strongly bound to the MWNT  surface. A linear relationship

howed that there was no transition in the mass transfer regime on
he explored timescale. In the case of electron hopping between
edox sites homogeneously distributed in an isotropic medium, a
roportionality of the peak current with the square root of scan rate
as expected, since hopping can be assimilated to a diffusion pro-

ess. Therefore, �–� interactions between the DNA and the walls
f the MWNTs provide a medium for facilitating electron transfer.

Double-layer charging injection is a particularly promising
echanism for nanotube actuation, wherein improved capacitor

harging results in relatively large changes in covalent bond lengths
13]. The high affinity of DNA for MWNTs ensures that the MWNT
undles are separated into individual MWNTs. Immersion of the
NA-coated MWNTs into NaCl electrolyte produced a layer of Na+

on water clusters at the negatively charged DNA/MWNT nanocom-
osite surface by condensation of monovalent counterions around
he DNA phosphate group, and formed an energetically favorable
harge-transfer complex [14]. When an electrochemical charge
s injected onto the surface of the DNA/MWNT nanocomposite,
he layer of ion water clusters in the double layer at the surface

f the DNA-coated MWNTs becomes thicker than in the swollen
tate. The amount of charge that can be stored at the DNA/MWNT
ber/electrolyte interface from the electrolyte ions contributes
o the quantum chemical and double-layer electrostatic effects

ig. 5. (a) Strain versus potential (blue line) for DNA/MWNT fiber in 2 M NaCl during c
ate  = 25 mV/s, electrolyte = 2 M NaCl aqueous solution, applied load was  ∼560 kPa). (b) S

 V and −0.9 V versus Ag/AgCl, electrolyte was 2 M NaCl aqueous solution, applied load w
eader  is referred to the web version of this article.)
an rate = 25 mV/s, electrolyte: 2 M NaCl aqueous solution). (b) Potential scan rate

responsible for the actuation strain [11]. An average capacitance
of 50 ± 5 F/g (where g is the joint weight MWNT) was found, and
this value was considerably higher than that of previous ‘pristine’
MWNTs (∼30 F/g)[15]. These results showed that the DNA binder
is an excellent ion conductor, allowing the double layer charge to
accumulate at the individual MWNT  surface.

In Fig. 5(a), the strain profile of the DNA/MWNT fibers shows
expansion by reduction and contraction in 2 M NaCl electrolyte
solution. The actuation profiles indicate typical behavior of an
MWNT  actuator. To confirm the major effect generated by DNA
as an ion-conducting binder, we  measured the electrochemical
activity in aqueous electrolytes applied by electric potential. The
actuation properties of DNA/MWNT fibers were determined dur-
ing square wave potential cycling between 0 and −0.9 V versus
Ag/AgCl, at the scan rate of 25 mV/s in a 2 M NaCl solution
under an isotonic stress of approximately 540 kPa (Fig. 5(b)).
The DNA/MWNT fiber shows excellent actuation stability with
an expansion/contraction joined by mechanical entanglement and
van der Waals’ forces at the area of contact [3],  and this could
be attributed to the highly interconnected morphology of the
DNA/MWNT fibers, caused by the ion-conducting binder that
mechanically stabilizes the MWNT  assembly. Moreover, by increas-
ing the concentration of Na+, the disentangled dsDNA induced

tighter or more compact aggregation of the dsDNA by screening
the PO2

− groups and a higher density of ionic cross-links between
the dsDNA and cations. This ionic cross-linked nanowire network of
randomly entangled DNA-coated MWNTs with cations can improve

ycling voltammetry (black line) (between +0.9 V and −0.9 V versus Ag/AgCl, scan
train versus time of DNA/MWNT fiber with applied square wave voltage (between
as 540 kPa). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the
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echanical properties [16]. The robust DNA/MWNT fibers (MWNT
ontent: 70 wt%) showed a strain of ∼0.15% under low potentials
nd this value compares favorably with previous MWNT  tower.

This excellent actuation behavior is caused by the good elec-
ric/electrochemical properties of DNA-coated MWNTs. The fibers
howed good electrical conductivity. The measured conductivity
n DNA/MWNT fibers was ∼60 S/cm. Electron transport in MWNT
etworks is determined by conduction within the MWNTs and
etween nanotubes at junction points. This high conductivity can
e attributed to the highly interconnected morphology of the

on-conducting binder that mechanically stabilized the MWNT
ssembly, reduced the overall junction resistance, and maintained
lectrical connectivity between nanotubes. In addition, the DNA has
lectrical characteristics similar to semiconducting diodes, in that
urrent flows in only one direction [17]. The semiconducting nature
f the DNA may  be also lower the junction resistance because of the
unneling effect arising from �–� interactions between the DNA
nd the walls of the nanotubes[18].

. Conclusion

We demonstrated conducting and electrochemically active
anocomposites formed by assembly of DNA on the surface of
WNTs. The improved electrical conductivity was attributed to the

ighly interconnected morphology of the ion-conducting binder
educing the junction resistance. As a result, the DNA/MWNT
bers showed good actuation performance with improved elec-
rostatic double layer capacitance effect by the DNA-coated MWNT
ssembly. The DNA was also effective in acting as a mechanical
inder when immersed by ionic interaction in liquid electrolytes.
heir electrically conductive network is useful as biological
lectrodes facilitating electron transfer between electrolyte/DNA-
oated MWNTs. Consequently, the DNA/MWNT fiber possessing
ood electrical, strain, and capacitance behavior would produce a
seful electro-chemo-mechanical system, and could be the basis
or new intelligent materials for biomedical applications.
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